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(54) System for transmitting image and associated message data

(57) An electronic device for acquiring and transmit-
ting a photo by operating a camera, acquiring an image
of a subject using the camera, storing the image of the
acquired subject and automatically transmitting the im-

age to a predetermined different electronic device, and,
in response to occurrence of a state where a preview
screen has been previously displayed, transmitting or re-
ceiving a message associated with the automatically
transmitted image.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a system for
transmitting an image to another electronic device and
processing associated message data.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Known smart phones, tablet Personal Comput-
ers (PCs) and the like are typically equipped with cam-
eras for photo acquisition. Further, various known inter-
faces are used for transmitting an image taken through
a camera to other electronic devices. Typically in known
systems, to transmit an image taken using a camera in
an electronic device to another electronic device, a user
performs a process of taking the image, executing a mes-
senger application (e.g., Kakaotalk) enabling image
transmission, selecting another electronic device for
transmitting the image and selecting an image in an im-
age storage application (e.g., a gallery) to transmit the
selected image through the messenger application, for
example. This is an elaborate, complex burdensome
process.
[0003] A user receiving the transmitted image typically
just receives images selected and transmitted by a trans-
mission side user and cannot receive the full number of
images taken even though the user may desire to receive
them. For instance, in a case where a mother takes an-
niversary photos of a baby, she needs to select and trans-
mit particular photos without being able to forward the
full number of photos taken. A system according to in-
vention principles addresses these deficiencies and re-
lated problems and provides a system for seamlessly
automatically transmitting a photo taken in an electronic
device, to another electronic device, in a user friendly
manner.

SUMMARY

[0004] A system according to invention principles au-
tomatically transmits an image taken by an electronic de-
vice, to a predetermined different electronic device and
transmits and receives a message associated with an
image taken using a camera application in the electronic
device. The system displays an image transmission sta-
tus and a message transmitted or received associated
with an image stored in the electronic device.
[0005] The system in response to camera operation,
acquires an image of a subject, stores the image and
automatically transmits the image to a predetermined dif-
ferent electronic device, and, in a state where a preview
screen is or has been previously displayed, transmits or
receives a message associated with the automatically
transmitted image.
[0006] According to another aspect of the invention,
the system transmits a photo (image) stored in an elec-

tronic device using one or more processors for executing
computer programs. An Input/Output (I/O) unit performs
input/output operations, a camera acquires images, a
memory stores data and executable instructions com-
prising one or more programs configured to be executa-
ble by the one or more processors. The program includes
executable instructions supporting camera operation in-
cluding for acquiring images of a subject using the cam-
era, storing an image of the subject and automatically
transmitting the image to a predetermined different elec-
tronic device, and, in a state where a preview screen is
or has been displayed, transmits or receives a message
for the automatically transmitted image.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The above and other features and advantages
of the present invention will become more apparent from
the following detailed description when taken in conjunc-
tion with the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1A is a diagram illustrating an electronic device
for transmitting a photo according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 1B is a block diagram illustrating a processor
of an electronic device for transmitting a photo ac-
cording to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 2A is a flowchart illustrating a procedure for
sharing an image taken in an electronic device and
a message for the image according to an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2B is a diagram illustrating a method for sharing
an image taken in an electronic device and a mes-
sage for the image according to an exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. 3A and 3B comprise a flowchart illustrating an
operation procedure of a camera application in an
electronic device according to an exemplary embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a User Interface (UI) diagram illustrating a
contact item for transmitting an image in an electron-
ic device according to an exemplary embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating face recognition in an
image taken in an electronic device according to an
exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a preview screen in
an electronic device according to an exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a progress bar show-
ing degree of image transmission in an electronic
device according to an exemplary embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating displaying a received
message on a preview screen in an electronic device
according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;
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FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating displaying the number
of unchecked messages in an electronic device ac-
cording to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating a transmission his-
tory mode in an electronic device according to an
exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating displaying an image
edited according to a wallpaper edition mode in an
electronic device according to an exemplary embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating another example of
displaying an image edited according to a wallpaper
edition mode in an electronic device according to an
exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating displaying a virtual
keyboard in an electronic device according to an ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a transmission his-
tory mode in which a wallpaper image has been ed-
ited in an electronic device according to an exem-
plary embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating a transmission his-
tory mode in which a wallpaper image has been ed-
ited in an electronic device according to an exem-
plary embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] Embodiments of the present invention are de-
scribed herein below with reference to the accompanying
drawings. For the purposes of clarity and simplicity, well-
known functions or constructions are not described in
detail as they would obscure the invention in unneces-
sary detail. And, terms described below, which are de-
fined considering functions in the present invention, can
be different depending on user and operator’s intention
or practice. Therefore, the terms should be defined on
the basis of the disclosure throughout this specification.
[0009] In the following description, an electronic device
includes a mobile communication terminal with a camera,
a smart phone, a tablet Personal Computer (PC), a digital
camera, a laptop computer, a netbook computer, a com-
puter and the like. As used herein a message is "asso-
ciated with" an image if it is received in response to trans-
mission of the image or reception of the image.
[0010] FIG. 1A is a diagram illustrating a construction
of an electronic device for transmitting a photo. Electronic
device 100 includes a memory 110, a processor 120, an
Input/Output (IO) unit 130, a camera 140, and a commu-
nication unit 150, or any combination thereof. The mem-
ory 110 and the processor 120 comprise a plurality of
memories 110 and at least one processor (processing
device) 120, respectively.
[0011] The memory 110 includes a data storage unit
111, an Operating System (OS) program 112, an appli-
cation program 113, a Graphical User Interface (GUI)
program 114, a camera program 115, an image automat-

ic transmission program 116, and a message program
117 for example. Also, the program comprises a software
element expressed as a set of instructions and may be
also expressed as a module. The memory 110 stores at
least one or more programs including instructions for per-
forming an exemplary embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0012] The data storage unit 111 stores data generated
during the execution of a function corresponding to the
program stored in the memory 110. The data storage unit
111 stores at least one or more user contacts. In an ex-
emplary embodiment, a contact includes at least one of
a phone number, an electronic mail (e-mail), and an ad-
dress. Also, each user contact can be mapped with an
image representing a face of a corresponding user, and
the mapping result can be stored. Further, the data stor-
age unit 111 stores at least one image of a subject ac-
quired by camera 140 and an image received from an-
other electronic device. Further, the data storage unit 111
can map messages transmitted or received and associ-
ated with stored images by corresponding image to de-
termine and store a mapping result. For example, the
data storage unit 111 can map each of a message trans-
mitted or received for a 1st image and a message trans-
mitted or received for a 2nd image to each of the 1st and
2nd images to store associated image and message as
a mapping result. Also, the data storage unit 111 can
store a wallpaper image for decorating the stored images.
In an exemplary embodiment, the wallpaper image in-
cludes at least one of a Polaroid photo image, a frame
image, a note image, and a diary image.
[0013] The OS program 112 (for example, a built-in
operating system such as WINDOWS, LINUX, Darwin,
RTXC, UNIX, OS X, or VxWorks) includes various soft-
ware elements controlling general system operation. For
example, control of the general system operation com-
prises memory management and control, storage hard-
ware (device) control and management, power control
and management for example. The OS program 112 sup-
ports smooth communication between various hardware
(devices) and software elements (programs).
[0014] The application program 113 includes applica-
tions of a browser, e-mail, message processing, word
processing, an address book, a widget, Digital Rights
Management (DRM), voice recognition, voice replication,
a position determining function, a location-based service
and phone calling, for example.
[0015] The graphical user interface program 114 in-
cludes at least one software element for providing a
graphical user interface (GUI) enabling user interaction
with electronic device 100. The graphical user interface
program 114 includes at least one software element for
displaying on the I/O unit 130 user interface information.
The graphical user interface program 114 includes in-
structions for displaying an image on the I/O unit 130.
The image includes at least one of an image of a subject
acquired through the camera 140, an image received
through the communication unit 150, and an image
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stored in the memory 110. Also, the graphical user inter-
face program 114 includes instructions for displaying an
image overlaying a wallpaper image. For example, the
graphical user interface program 114 can add Polaroid
photo wallpaper to an acquired image for display as if
the acquired image was an image taken through a Po-
laroid camera. For another example, the graphical user
interface program 114 can add frame wallpaper to an
acquired image for display as if the acquired image was
fitted into a frame. For further example, the graphical user
interface program 114 can add note wallpaper to an ac-
quired image for display as if the acquired image was a
scrap image put on a note.
[0016] Further, if messages for a taken image and a
received image are received, the graphical user interface
program 114 can display message contents included in
the messages. For example, when a camera application
is being executed, if a message for an acquired image
is received, the graphical user interface program 114 can
display all or some of contents included in the received
message, in a preview region among regions displayed
by the camera application. In another example, when the
camera application is not being executed, if the message
for an acquired image is received, the graphical user in-
terface program 114 can display a pop-up or notification
message, displaying all or some of the contents included
in the received message. For further example, when the
camera application is being executed, if a message for
a received image is received, the graphical user interface
program 114 can display all or some of contents included
in the received message, in a preview region of the re-
gions displayed by the camera application. For yet an-
other example, when the camera application is not being
executed, if the message for the received image is re-
ceived, the graphical user interface program 114 can dis-
play a pop-up or notification message, displaying all or
some of the contents included in the received message.
Here, the graphical user interface program 114 transpar-
ently processes a wallpaper representation of the mes-
sage displayed in the preview region such that the wall-
paper does not hinder a user from viewing the preview
screen.
[0017] The camera program 115 includes camera-re-
lated software enabling camera related processes and
functions. If at least one user face is recognized by an-
alyzing an image of a subject acquired by the camera
140, the camera program 115 automatically determines
if a contact having a user face image consistent with a
recognized user face image exists among contacts
stored in the data storage unit 111. Here, the image anal-
ysis can be performed using a known image recognition
method. If it is determined that the contact having the
user face image consistent with the recognized user face
image exists, the camera program 115 can select the
contact having the user face image consistent with the
recognized user face image, and control the image au-
tomatic transmission program 116 to automatically trans-
mit an acquired image to the selected contact. The cam-

era program 115 provides a function where, if at least
one user face is recognized in an image of a subject
acquired from the camera 140, the system extracts a
feature from a recognized user face image, determines
if an image having a feature consistent with the extracted
feature among stored images exists in a contact, and
automatically transmits an acquired image to the deter-
mined contact.
[0018] Alternatively, if the contact having the user face
image consistent with the recognized user face image
does not exist, the camera program 115 stores an ac-
quired image in the memory 110. Also, the camera pro-
gram 115 can request contact setting for transmitting a
taken image, and set the contact by user control.
[0019] If an image of a subject is acquired by the cam-
era 140 in a state where a contact for transmitting an
image is selected, the image automatic transmission pro-
gram 116 controls the communication unit 150 to auto-
matically transmit the acquired image to the previously
selected contact. Further, if it is determined that a user
face image consistent with a user face image recognized
in an image taken by the camera program 115 exists
within a contact, the image automatic transmission pro-
gram 116 controls the communication unit 150 to auto-
matically transmit the acquired image to the determined
contact. In an exemplary embodiment, a function of rec-
ognizing a user face and automatically transmitting an
acquired image can be activated or inactivated by user
control.
[0020] The message program 117 can input a mes-
sage for an acquired image. In response to a message
input menu being selected in a state where a preview
screen has been or is displayed, the message program
117 can display a virtual keyboard and a message input
window for inputting a message for a previously acquired
image and receive text representing an input message
and transmit the received message to a contact to which
a previously acquired image is transmitted. The message
program 117 provides a function where, if a user inputs
a message in a preview state of the camera 140, the
system automatically transmits the input message to a
contact to which the last image was previously automat-
ically transmitted, without requiring a separate contact
setting process.
[0021] Further, if a specific image is selected from mul-
tiple images stored in the electronic device 100 or images
received from another electronic device, the message
program 117 can receive input text comprising a mes-
sage associated with the selected image and transmit
the input message. For example, if a specific image is
selected from multiple images acquired and previously
stored in the electronic device 100, the message program
117 can receive input text comprising a message asso-
ciated with the selected image and transmit the input
message to a contact to which the selected image was
previously automatically transmitted. For another exam-
ple, if the image received from the other electronic device
is selected, the message program 117 can receive input
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text comprising a message for the selected image and
transmit the input message to the other electronic device.
[0022] Also, the message program 117 can map mes-
sages transmitted or received associated with images by
corresponding image and store the mapping result. For
example, the message program 117 can map messages
to identify images transmitted or received associated with
a 1st image and to identify images transmitted or received
associated with a 2nd image, acquired by the camera
140. For another example, the message program 117
can map each message transmitted or received associ-
ated with an image received from another electronic de-
vice and a message transmitted or received associated
with an image acquired through the camera 140.
[0023] The processor 120, although not illustrated,
may comprise at least one processor and peripheral in-
terface. Also, the processor 120 executes a specific pro-
gram (i.e., instruction set) stored in the memory 110 and
performs a specific plurality of functions corresponding
to the executed program.
[0024] The I/O unit 130 includes an input device ena-
bling data input and an output device enabling data output
and display, and provides an interface to a user. For ex-
ample, the I/O unit 130 can be a touch screen enabling
concurrent data input and output. The I/O unit 130 can
display an acquired image, a wallpaper image, and a
message transmitted or received for the acquired image.
[0025] The camera 140 takes an image of a subject.
In an exemplary embodiment, the acquired image of the
subject may be associated with one or more users.
[0026] The communication unit 150 can include a radio
frequency receiver and transceiver and/or an optical
(e.g., infrared) receiver and transceiver. For example,
the communication unit 150 can include a wireless com-
munication system supporting one of a Global System
for Mobile Communication (GSM) network, an Enhanced
Data GSM Environment (EDGE) network, a Code Divi-
sion Multiple Access (CDMA) network, a Wireless-Code
Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA) network, a Long
Term Evolution (LTE) network, an Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) network, a Wireless
Fidelity (Wi-Fi) network, Near Field Communication
(NFC), Infrared Data Association (IrDA), a Wireless in-
teroperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) network
or/and a Bluetooth network, for example. A wireless com-
munication system is not limited to the wireless commu-
nication system supporting the aforementioned net-
works, and may be a wireless communication system
supporting other networks. When a subject is acquired
through the camera 140, the communication unit 150 can
transmit an acquired image to a preset contact according
to the control of the image automatic transmission pro-
gram 116, and can transmit or receive a message for the
transmitted image. Further, the communication unit 150
can receive an image from another electronic device, and
transmit or receive a message for the received image.
[0027] FIG. 1B illustrates a processor of an electronic
device for transmitting a photo (image) according to an

exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Proc-
essor 120 includes a camera processor 122, an image
automatic processor 124, and a message processor 126.
[0028] The camera processor 122 includes camera-
related software element enabling camera related proc-
esses and functions. If at least one user face is recog-
nized in an image of a subject acquired by the camera
140, the camera processor 122 determines if a contact
having a user face image consistent with a recognized
user face image exists. If it is determined that the contact
having the user face image consistent with the recog-
nized user face image exists, the camera processor 122
can control the image automatic transmission processor
124 to automatically transmit an acquired image to the
contact having the user face image consistent with the
recognized user face image. Specifically, if at least one
user face is recognized in an image of a subject acquired
from the camera 140, the camera processor 122 extracts
a feature from a recognized user face image, determines
if an image having a feature consistent with the extracted
feature among stored images exists in a contact, and
automatically transmits an acquired image to the deter-
mined contact.
[0029] Alternatively, if the contact having the user face
image consistent with the recognized user face image
does not exist, the camera processor 122 can store an
acquired image in the memory 110.
[0030] If an image of a subject is acquired through the
camera 140 in a state where a contact for transmitting
an image is selected, the image automatic transmission
processor 124 can control the communication unit 150
to automatically transmit the acquired image to the pre-
viously selected contact. Further, if it is determined that
a user face image consistent with a user face image rec-
ognized in an image taken by the camera processor 122
exists within a contact, the image automatic transmission
processor 124 controls the communication unit 150 to
automatically transmit the taken image to the determined
contact. In an exemplary embodiment, a function of rec-
ognizing a user face and automatically transmitting an
acquired image can be activated or inactivated by user
control.
[0031] The message processor 126 can input a mes-
sage for an acquired image. Specifically, when a mes-
sage input menu is selected in a state where a preview
screen has been displayed, the message processor 126
can display a virtual keyboard and a message input win-
dow for inputting text representing a message for a pre-
viously acquired image and receive an input message
and transmit the received message to a contact to which
a previously acquired image was transmitted.
[0032] Further, if a specific image is selected from mul-
tiple images stored in the electronic device 100 or images
received from another electronic device, the message
processor 126 can receive text representing an input of
a message for the selected image and transmit the input
message. For example, if a specific image is selected
from multiple images acquired and previously stored in
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the electronic device 100, the message processor 126
can receive text input comprising a message associated
with the selected image and transmit the input message
to a contact to which the selected image has been auto-
matically transmitted. For another example, if the image
received from another electronic device is selected, the
message processor 126 can receive text input compris-
ing a message for the selected image and transmit the
input message to another electronic device.
[0033] Also, the message processor 126 can map
messages transmitted or received by image. For exam-
ple, the message processor 126 can identify and map
messages transmitted or received associated with a 1st
image and identify and map messages transmitted or
received associated with a 2nd image taken through the
camera 140. For another example, the message proces-
sor 126 can map each of a message transmitted or re-
ceived for an image received from other electronic device
and a message transmitted or received for an image tak-
en through the camera 140, to each of the images.
[0034] FIG. 2A illustrates a procedure for sharing an
acquired image and a message for the image in an elec-
tronic device 100. The electronic device 100 executes a
camera application in step 201 and proceeds to step 203
and acquires an image of a subject using a camera. In
step 205, the electronic device automatically transmits
an image of the acquired subject to a predetermined dif-
ferent electronic device. In response to the electronic de-
vice 100 previously selecting a contact of a different elec-
tronic device as a destination for transmission of an ac-
quired image of a subject, the electronic device automat-
ically transmits the acquired image to the previously se-
lected contact. Alternatively, the device automatically
transmits the acquired image to a contact having an im-
age consistent with a user face image recognized in the
image of the acquired subject.
[0035] In a state of the electronic device where a pre-
view screen has been previously displayed, the electron-
ic device 100 proceeds to step 207 and transmits or re-
ceives a message associated with the automatically
transmitted image. For example, if a message input menu
is selected in a state where the preview screen is select-
ed, the electronic device 100 can display a virtual key-
board and a message input window for inputting a text
message, in a predetermined region of the preview
screen. In an exemplary embodiment, the electronic de-
vice 100 can receive text input comprising a message
associated with a previously acquired image, through the
virtual keyboard and the message input window. In an-
other example, if the preview screen converts into a
screen for displaying stored images and a specific image
is selected among the stored images and a message
input menu is selected, the electronic device 100 can
display a virtual keyboard and a message input window
for inputting a text message associated with the selected
image.
[0036] FIG. 2B illustrates a means for sharing an ac-
quired image and a message for the image in an elec-

tronic device 100. The electronic device 100 includes a
means 211 for executing a camera application, and a
means 213 for acquiring images of a subject using a cam-
era. Further, the electronic device 100 includes a means
215 for automatically transmitting an image of the ac-
quired subject to a predetermined different electronic de-
vice. In an exemplary embodiment, the electronic device
100 can include a means where, before acquiring an im-
age of the subject, previously selecting or determining a
contact of a different electronic device as a destination
for image transmission. Also, the electronic device 100
can include a means for recognizing a user face region
in the image of the acquired subject and extracting a fea-
ture from the recognized user face region, and a means
for comparing the extracted feature with a feature of an
image existing within a contact. Therefore, the electronic
device 100 can include a means for recognizing the user
face region in the image of the acquired subject, a means
for extracting the feature from the recognized user face
region, and a means for searching an image within a
contact having a feature consistent with the extracted
feature.
[0037] Further, the electronic device 100 includes a
means 217 for transmitting or receiving a message for
the automatically transmitted image in a state where a
preview screen has been previously displayed.
[0038] FIGS. 3A and 3B show a method for operation
of a camera application in an electronic device 100. In
step 301, the electronic device 100 executes a camera
application in response to user control. The electronic
device 100 in step 303 determines if a current image
acquisition mode is a general mode or an automatic
transmission mode. Here, the general mode represents
a mode of performing a general camera function, and the
automatic transmission mode represents a mode of au-
tomatically transmitting an acquired image to a preset
contact for successively acquired images of one or more
subjects. The acquisition mode of the electronic device
100 can be set as a general mode or the automatic trans-
mission mode may be selected in response to user con-
trol.
[0039] If it is determined in step 303 that the current
shooting mode is the general mode, the electronic device
100 executes a general camera function in step 305 and
terminates the procedure. For example, if the current
shooting mode is the general mode, the electronic device
100 shoots a subject and stores an image of the acquired
subject.
[0040] Alternatively, if it is determined in step 303 that
the current shooting mode is the automatic transmission
mode, the electronic device 100 displays a previously
stored at least one contact item in step 307 and proceeds
to step 309 and selects at least one contact item in re-
sponse to user control. For example, as illustrated in FIG.
4, the electronic device 100 can display a contact item
and previously select contacts of ’Ji Young’ and ’Soo
Young’ in response to user command.
[0041] In step 311, the electronic device 100 performs
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a preview for real-time display on a screen of an image
seen through a camera, and acquires a subject in re-
sponse to a user command. The electronic device 100
proceeds to step 313 and stores an acquired image and
substantially concurrently, automatically transmits the
acquired image to a selected different electronic device.
For example, where an image is acquired of a subject in
a state where the ’Ji Young’ and ’Soo Young’ contacts
are previously selected to transmit an image, the elec-
tronic device 100 automatically transmits the acquired
image to the previously selected contacts of ’Ji Young’
and ’Soo Young’ without user separate additional inter-
action and command and concurrently, stores the ac-
quired image in a memory. In another example, if an im-
age is acquired in a state where the current image ac-
quisition mode is an automatic transmission mode but a
contact for automatically transmitting an acquired image
has not previously been set, the electronic device 100
recognizes a human face in the acquired image as illus-
trated in FIG. 5 and extracts a feature of a human face
and determines if an image having a feature consistent
with the extracted feature exists in a contact. If the image
having the feature consistent with the extracted feature
exists in the contact, the electronic device 100 automat-
ically transmits the acquired image to the corresponding
contact. In step 315, the electronic device 100 displays
a preview screen. For example, in response to acquisition
of an image of a subject, the electronic device 100 dis-
plays a preview screen for continuing image acquisition
of the subject acquired, as illustrated in FIG. 6.
[0042] Further, the electronic device 100 displays a
graphic element representing progress of image trans-
mission, in a region other than a preview screen region.
The graphic element comprises at least one of a progress
bar, a percentage, and other graphic elements for rep-
resenting progress of image transmission. For example,
when an acquired image is automatically transmitted, as
illustrated in FIG. 7, the electronic device 100 can display
the progress bar in the region other than the preview
screen region to show a degree of image transmission.
[0043] The electronic device 100 in step 317 deter-
mines if a message associated with the automatically
transmitted image is received. If a message associated
with the automatically transmitted image is received, the
electronic device 100 in step 319 displays the contents
of the received message in a predetermined region of
the preview screen. For example, if the message asso-
ciated with the automatically transmitted image is re-
ceived when the preview screen is being displayed, the
electronic device 100 displays the contents of the re-
ceived message in a region of the preview screen as
illustrated in FIG. 8. In an exemplary embodiment, the
electronic device 100 transparently processes a wallpa-
per background of the message displayed in the preview
screen region such that the wallpaper does not hinder a
user from viewing the preview screen. In another exam-
ple, if the message for the automatically transmitted im-
age is received when a screen other than the preview

screen is being displayed, the electronic device 100 can
display all or some of the contents of the received mes-
sage in a form of a pop-up or notification message. If the
received message is not checked by a user, as illustrated
in FIG. 9 (showing 2 unchecked messages in the camera
application icon), the electronic device 100 can display
the number of unchecked messages on an icon of a cam-
era application.
[0044] Alternatively, if it is determined in step 317 that
the message for the automatically transmitted image is
not received, the electronic device 100 in step 321 de-
termines if one event occurs of, a subject acquired event,
a transmission history mode entrance event, and a mes-
sage input event. The electronic device 100 can display
a menu or item for generating one event of the subject
acquired event, the transmission history mode entrance
event, and the message input event.
[0045] If it is determined in step 321 that the subject
acquired event occurs, the electronic device 100 returns
to step 311 and again performs the subsequent steps.
Here, the subject acquired event can occur by user se-
lection of an image acquisition key.
[0046] If it is determined in step 321 that the transmis-
sion history mode entrance event occurs, the electronic
device 100 in step 323 displays image transmission sta-
tus information and a message transmitted or received
for the image. Here, the transmission history mode en-
trance event can occur through a selection of an icon or
image displayed in the region other than the preview
screen, or can occur through a selection of a specific key
or menu item. The electronic device 100 having entered
a transmission history mode can display the image trans-
mission status information and the message transmitted
or received associated with individual particular image.
For example, in transmission history mode, as illustrated
in FIG. 10, the electronic device can display a transmis-
sion or reception message associated with an automat-
ically transmitted image and an associated message
transmission or reception time. Also, the electronic de-
vice 100 displays an indication that image transmission
is 100% complete.
[0047] In step 325, the electronic device 100 deter-
mines if it is set to a mode of, a subject acquired mode
and a wallpaper edit mode. If the electronic device 100
is set to the subject acquired mode, the electronic device
100 returns to step 311 and again performs the subse-
quent steps.
[0048] Alternatively, if it is determined in step 325 that
the electronic device 100 is set to the wallpaper edit
mode, the electronic device 100 proceeds to step 327
and displays a wallpaper image list and in step 329 se-
lects a wallpaper image type in response to user com-
mand. The wallpaper image type includes at least one
of a Polaroid photo type, a frame type, a note type, and
a diary type. The electronic device 100 in step 331 edits
the image and the message in response to the selected
wallpaper image type and terminates the procedure. The
electronic device 100 can arrange and display a trans-
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mitted or received image and a message for the trans-
mitted or received image on a selected wallpaper image
in response to user command or predetermined informa-
tion. The wallpaper image type may be previously stored
or may be updated or deleted in response to user com-
mand. For example, when the selected wallpaper image
is of a Polaroid type, as illustrated in FIG. 11, the elec-
tronic device 100 can add a transmitted or received image
and a transmitted or received message to a Polaroid pho-
to wallpaper, displaying the image as if it was taken
through a Polaroid camera. In another example, when
the selected wallpaper image is of a frame type, as illus-
trated in FIG. 12, the electronic device 100 can add a
transmitted or received image and a transmitted or re-
ceived message to frame wallpaper, displaying as if it
was an acquired image fitted into a frame.
[0049] If the message input event occurs in step 321,
the electronic device 100 proceeds to step 333 and dis-
plays a virtual keyboard and then, proceeds to step 335
and receives an input of a message. In an exemplary
embodiment, the electronic device 100 can determine
whether to receive an input of a message for any image
in response to a screen that is being currently displayed.
For example, when a preview screen is being displayed,
the electronic device 100 can display a virtual keyboard
in a predetermined region of the preview screen and then,
receive an input of a message for a just before taken and
automatically transmitted image. For another example,
when an acquired image is being displayed, as illustrated
in FIG. 13, the electronic device can display a virtual key-
board on a screen on which the taken image is being
displayed and receive a text input comprising a message
associated with the image that is being displayed. The
electronic device 100 in step 337 and transmits the mes-
sage that is input associated with the image and the proc-
ess of Figure 3 terminates.
[0050] FIG. 14 shows a transmission history mode in
which a wallpaper image has been edited in an electronic
device. A wallpaper image is edited into note form by a
wallpaper edit menu in a transmission history mode. The
electronic device 100 can display a transmitted or re-
ceived image and a message associated with the trans-
mitted or received image as if scrap image and message
were put on a note. Particularly, if a displayed note image
is dragged up to down or down to up, the electronic device
100 can scroll up or down the note image in response to
the drag movement, displaying the transmitted or re-
ceived image. At this time, the electronic device 100 can
display the latest transmitted or received message up-
permost.
[0051] Further, if the displayed note image is dragged
from left to right or from right to left, the electronic device
100 can display an effect of turning a note in response
to the drag, displaying a transmission history by time of
a transmitted or received image. If the displayed note
image is dragged from left to right, the electronic device
100 can display an effect of turning a displayed note to
a previous page and display a transmission history of an

image transmitted or received earlier than an image that
is being displayed currently. Alternatively, if the displayed
note image is dragged from right to left, the electronic
device 100 can display an effect of turning the displayed
note to a next page and display a transmission history of
an image transmitted or received later than the image
that is being displayed currently.
[0052] Further, as illustrated in FIG. 15, the electronic
device 100 can change an arrangement of a transmitted
or received image and a transmitted or received mes-
sage, displaying the changed image and message.
[0053] Exemplary embodiments of the invention de-
scribed in this specification and all function operations
and method steps thereof can be implemented by com-
puter software including structures disclosed in this spec-
ification and equivalent structures thereof, firmware,
hardware or a combination of one or more of them. Also,
the exemplary embodiments of the invention described
in this specification can be implemented by one or more
computer program products, i.e., data processing devic-
es, or can be implemented by one or more modules of
computer program instructions encoded on a computer
readable medium for controlling operations of these de-
vices.
[0054] The computer readable medium can be a ma-
chine readable storage medium, a machine readable
storage substrate, a memory device, a construction of
substance affecting a machine readable radio wave
stream, or a combination of one or more of them. The
term of data processing device includes, for example,
data processing equipment, devices and machines in-
cluding a programmable processor, a computer or a mul-
ti-processor or computer. The equipment can include a
code added to hardware and generating an execution
environment for a corresponding computer program, for
example, a code constructing a processor firmware, a
protocol stack, a database management system, an op-
eration system, or a combination of one or more of them.
[0055] While the invention has been shown and de-
scribed with reference to certain preferred embodiments
thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art
that various changes in form and details may be made
therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the
invention as defined by the appended claims. No claim
element herein is to be construed under the provisions
of 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph, unless the element is
expressly recited using the phrase "means for".

Claims

1. A method employed by an electronic device, com-
prising:

employing at least one processing device for
operating a camera of a first electronic device;
acquiring an image of a subject using the cam-
era;
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storing the image of the acquired subject and
automatically transmitting the image to a prede-
termined second electronic device; and
in response to occurrence of a state where a
preview screen has been displayed by the first
electronic device, at least one of,

(a) transmitting and
(b) receiving a message, associated with
the automatically transmitted image.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising, before
acquiring the image of the subject using the camera,
selecting a contact identifying a message recipient
as a destination for the transmitted image of the sub-
ject.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein transmitting or re-
ceiving the message for the automatically transmit-
ted image in the state where the preview screen has
been displayed further comprises,
sensing a selection of a message input menu in the
state where the preview screen has been displayed;
in response to selection of the message input menu,
displaying a keyboard on the preview screen;
receiving text input comprising a message entered
using the keyboard; associating the input message
with the automatically transmitted image; and trans-
mitting the input message to the second electronic
device.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising, in re-
sponse to a message associated with the automat-
ically transmitted image being received from the sec-
ond electronic device, displaying the received mes-
sage on the preview screen.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising displaying
transmission status information of the automatically
transmitted image in the state where the preview
screen has been displayed.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising the activ-
ities of:

displaying the stored image in the state where
the preview screen has been displayed;
sensing selection of a message input menu in
the state where the stored image has been dis-
played;
in response to a message input menu being se-
lected, displaying a keyboard;
receiving text input comprising a message en-
tered using the keyboard;
associating the input message with the dis-
played image; and
transmitting the input message.

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising initiating
a state of displaying transmission or reception status
information of the stored image and a message his-
tory transmitted or received for the stored image.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein storing the image of
the acquired subject and automatically transmitting
the image to the predetermined second electronic
device, further comprise:

recognizing a user face in the image of the ac-
quired subject;
extracting a feature from the image of the rec-
ognized user face;
determining if an image having a feature con-
sistent with the extracted feature exists within a
contact; and
in response to the image having the extracted
feature consistent with the the contact, storing
the image of the acquired subject and automat-
ically transmitting the image to the determined
contact.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining a wallpaper image type; and
arranging and displaying the stored image and
the transmitted or received message on a wall-
paper image of the determined wallpaper image
type.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the wallpaper image
type comprises at least one of a Polaroid photo im-
age, a frame image, a note image, and a diary image.

11. An electronic device comprising:

at least one processor for executing computer
programs;
an Input-Output (I/O) unit for performing input-
output operations;
a camera for acquiring images;
at least one memory for storing data and exe-
cutable instructions; and
one or more programs stored in the at least one
memory and configured to be executable by the
one or more processors,
wherein the one or more programs comprise in-
structions supporting camera operation, acquir-
ing an image of a subject using the camera, stor-
ing an image of the acquired subject and auto-
matically transmitting the image to a predeter-
mined second electronic device, and, in a state
where a preview screen has been displayed, at
least one of,

(a) transmitting and
(b) receiving a message, associated with
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the automatically transmitted image.

12. The electronic device of claim 11, wherein the pro-
gram further comprises an instruction of, before
shooting the subject by using the camera, previously
selecting a contact for transmitting the image of the
subject.

13. The electronic device of claim 11, wherein the pro-
gram comprises executable instructions for sensing
a selection of a message input menu in the state
where the preview screen has been displayed, in
response to the message input menu being selected,
displaying a keyboard on the preview screen, receiv-
ing text input comprising a message entered using
the keyboard, associating the input message with
the automatically transmitted image, and transmit-
ting the input message to the second electronic de-
vice.

14. The electronic device of claim 11, wherein the pro-
gram further comprises executable instructions for,
in response to the message associated with the au-
tomatically transmitted image being received from
the second electronic device, displaying the received
message on the preview screen.

15. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the apparatus
arranged to implement a method of one of claims 5
to 10.
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